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ompleted bis or her education fairly recently, reported unemployment iay reflect a single episode of leisurely Job search or unrealistic age expectations.  Summer unemployment by those who have never left chool ought to be treated äs possibly the common experience of many oung people.  Someone who has worked long enough in the past to be ligible for state unemployment compensation may misreport actual onparticipation äs unemployment.
A further problem of definition arises because many chronically obless youths may not show up in unemployment statistics at all. tiscouraged workers are counted among those who are not even part of he labor force in a particular week.  They may have been unemployed or a long period in the recent past, they may be permanent school-eavers, and they may have low reservation wages, but unless they ingage in specific search activities they are not counted äs part of he unemployed labor force.  In addition to being too inclusiye an ndicator of chronic joblessness, youth unemployment may be too xclusive.
Another important statistical problem plaguing empirical work on outh labor force behavior has sometimes been called "ecological :orrelation bias" (see Freeman, 1982:115).19  Much of the empirical -ork on unemployment has used the Standard Metropolitan Statistical rea (SMSA), not the individual, äs the unit of observation.2°  The 'roportion of Variation in labor force behavior across areas that is enerally explained by SMSA regressions is much higher than the pro-»ortion of Variation across individuals that is explained by regressions sing individuals.  Individual regressions may attribute to individual iharacteristics (such äs education, race, and family income) explanatory ower that really belongs to area variables (such äs the density of tmployment opportunities) that are correlated with the individual iharacteristics.  It is surprising that few studies of individual labor iorce behavior have made use of area Information that may be available albeit at great cost) even in microdata.21
9Rosen (1984), reporting on data from a BLS cooperative :ederal-state statistical program, indicates that there is a great deal if Variation in unemployment among local areas.  In 1979, local inemployment rates ranged from 40 percent in Menominee County, fisconsin, to less than l percent in Sioux County, Nebraska.
°Examples are Gilman (1965), Kalachek (1969), Fleisher and Rhodes (1976), and part of Freeman (1982).  These SMSA regressions generally sxplain a much higher Proportion of Variation in SMSA unemployment than .s explained (typically well under 10 percent) in individual egressions.
; *Abowd and Killingsworth (1984) are an exception, although one might [uibble with their choice of geographic area variables to match with

